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Abstract
In this paper we study size properties of context-free returning parallel communicating gram-
mar systems (PC grammar systems). We show that for each context-free returning PC grammar
system an equivalent system of this type can be constructed, where the total number of sym-
bols used for describing a component can be bounded by a reasonably small constant. Since
context-free returning PC grammar systems determine the class of recursively enumerable lan-
guages, the result also demonstrates that the recursively enumerable language class can be eco-
nomically described in terms of parallel communicating grammar systems. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Parallel communicating (PC) grammar systems are models of parallel and distributed
computation in terms of formal grammars and languages [8]. These systems realize a
network architecture of grammars working in a synchronized manner and communi-
cating with each other by dynamically emerging requests. In more details, in a PC
grammar system several grammars derive their own sentential forms in parallel and
their work is organized in a communicating system to generate a single language.
During the work of the system each component executes one rewriting step in each
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time unit, and communication is done by so-called query symbols, one diIerent symbol
referring to each component of the system. When a component introduces a query sym-
bol in its sentential form, the rewriting process stops and one or more communication
steps are performed by substituting all occurrences of the query symbols with the cur-
rent sentential forms of the queried component grammars, supposing that the requested
string is query free. When no more query symbol is present in any of the sentential
forms, the rewriting process starts again. In the so-called returning systems after com-
municating its current sentential form the component returns to its start symbol and
begins to generate a new string. In non-returning systems the components continue the
rewriting of their current sentential forms. Rewriting steps and communication deter-
mine a computation. The language de?ned by the system is the set of terminal words
obtained as sentential forms of a dedicated component grammar, the master, during the
computations which start from the initial con?guration of the system.
PC grammar systems have been intensively investigated, the interested reader is
referred to [2, 5, 7] for a summary of results and open problems.
Important aspects of studying PC grammar systems are how concise descriptions
can be given for diIerent language classes in term of these generative mechanisms,
that is, what can we say about size properties of PC grammar systems which are
able to generate languages of a certain language class. Natural size measures of PC
grammar systems are the number of components, the number of non-terminals, the
number of productions of the system, and the number of symbols which are necessary
to describe the PC grammar system. Similarly, the number of non-terminals, the number
of productions of the individual components, and the number of necessary symbols to
present a component grammar belong to the basic size properties of the system.
The results obtained so far demonstrate that PC grammar systems are not only power-
ful but also economical computational tools. For example, in [3] it is shown that any
recursively enumerable language can be generated by a context-free returning PC gram-
mar system with not more than 11 components, and [1] proves that every recursively
enumerable language can be generated by a context-free returning PC grammar system,
where the number of non-terminals of the system is limited by a constant. In [4, 6] it is
shown that for context-free returning PC grammar systems and for both linear return-
ing and linear non-returning PC grammar systems equivalent systems of the same type
can be constructed, where the length of the right-hand side of any production in the
system is at most two. Analogous result is proved in [11] for parallel communicating
E0L systems and ET0L systems.
In this paper we continue this line of investigations. Namely, we prove that for
each context-free returning PC grammar system an equivalent system of this type can
be constructed, where the total number of symbols used for describing a component
is bounded by a reasonably small constant, namely, 22. Moreover, any component of
the new system has at most seven productions, and there are not more than eight
non-terminals diIerent from a query symbol which occur in the production set of
a component. Since context-free returning PC grammar systems generate the class
of recursively enumerable languages, the result also demonstrates that the recursively
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enumerable language class can be described in an economical manner by context-free
PC grammar systems with bounded resources. It is an open question whether the above
constants are sharp lower bounds or not.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we brieLy recall some basic notions concerning parallel communi-
cating grammar systems which are necessary to follow the paper. We assume that the
reader is familiar with formal language theory; here we only specify some notations.
For further details consult [9, 10].
We denote the set of all non-empty words over an alphabet V by V+, if the empty
word, , is included, then we use notation V ∗. The number of elements of a ?nite set
X is denoted by card(X ); lg(w) and |w|X ; w∈V ∗; X ⊆V , denote the length of a
word w and the number of occurrences of symbols from set X in w, respectively.
The family of context-free grammars and languages are denoted by CF and L(CF),
the class of recursively enumerable languages is denoted by L(RE).
Now we recall the notion of a PC grammar system, introduced in [8].
Denition 2.1. A parallel communicating (PC) grammar system of degree n is an
(n + 3)-tuple =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn), where N is a non-terminal alphabet, T is a
terminal alphabet, and K = {Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn} is an alphabet of query symbols. N; T ,
and K are pairwise disjoint sets. Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n, called a component
of , is a usual Chomsky grammar with non-terminal alphabet N ∪K , terminal alphabet
T , set of rewriting rules Pi, and axiom (or start symbol) Si. G1 is said to be the master
grammar (or master) of .
An n-tuple (x1; : : : ; xn), where xi ∈ (N ∪T ∪K)∗, 16i6n, is called a con7guration
of . (S1; : : : ; Sn) is said to be the initial con7guration.
PC grammar systems change their con?gurations by direct derivation steps.
Denition 2.2. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn), n¿1, be a parallel communicating gram-
mar system and let (x1; : : : ; xn) and (y1; : : : ; yn) be two con?gurations of .
We say that (x1; : : : ; xn) directly derives (y1; : : : ; yn), denoted by (x1; : : : ; xn)⇒(y1; : : : ;
yn), if one of the following two cases holds:
1. There is no xi which has an occurrence of any query symbol, that is, xi ∈ (N ∪T )∗
for 16i6n. Then for each i, 16i6n, xi⇒Gi yi for xi =∈T ∗ (yi is obtained from xi by
a direct derivation step in Gi) and xi =yi for xi ∈T ∗.
2. There is some xi; 16i6n, which contains at least one occurrence of a query
symbol.
Then for each xi with |xi|K = 0, 16i6n, we write xi = z1Qi1z2Qi2 : : : ztQit zt+1, where
zj ∈ (N ∪T )∗; 16j6t + 1, and Qil ∈K; 16l6t. If |xil |K =0 for each l, 16l6t,
then yi = z1xi1z2xi2 : : : ztxit zt+1 and in returning systems yil = Sil , while in non-returning
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systems yil = xil ; 16l6t. If |xil |K =0 for some l, 16l6t, then yi = xi. For all
j; 16j6n, for which yj is not speci?ed above, yj = xj.
The transitive and reLexive closure of ⇒ is denoted by ⇒ ∗.
The ?rst case is the description of a rewriting step. If no query symbol is present in
any of the sentential forms, then each grammar uses one of its rewriting rules except
those which have already produced a terminal string. The derivation gets blocked if a
sentential form is not a terminal string but no rule can be applied to it.
The second case describes communication: if a query symbol Qj appears in a senten-
tial form xi, 16i; j6n, then the rewriting stops and communication must be performed.
Then all the query symbols Qij ; 16j6t, which appear in a sentential form xi must
be replaced by the current sentential form xij of component Gij in the same communi-
cation step provided that no xij has any occurrence of a query symbol. If one of these
sentential forms, xij , contains a query symbol, then ?rst xij must be made free from the
queries before changing anything in xi. The derivation gets blocked if in the obtained
con?guration none of the sentential forms with an occurrence of a query symbol can
be made free from the queries in the above manner, that is, if a circular query has
occurred.
After communicating its sentential form to another component, the grammar can
continue its own work in two ways: In returning systems the component must return to
its axiom and begin to generate a new string. In non-returning systems the components
do not return to their axioms, but continue the generation of their current strings.
Denition 2.3. The language generated by a parallel communicating grammar system
=(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) with Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n, is
L() = {"1 ∈ T ∗ | (S1; : : : ; Sn) ⇒∗ ("1; : : : ; "n)}:
Thus, the generated language consists of the terminal strings which appear as sen-
tential forms of the master grammar, G1.
Two PC grammar systems are said to be equivalent if they generate the same lan-
guage.
We denote the class of returning PC grammar systems with at most n context-free
components by PCnCF , where n¿1. The corresponding language class generated by
these systems is denoted by L(PCnCF). When an arbitrary number of components is
considered, we use ∗ in the subscript instead of n.
In the theory of PC grammar systems one of the most important notions is the
transition. For a PC grammar system with n components, a transition describes an
n-tuple of rules which are simultaneously applied by the components at a rewriting
step.
Denition 2.4. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn), n¿1, be a parallel communicating gram-
mar system with components Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si), 16i6n. A transition of  is an
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n-tuple Pr=(r1; : : : ; rn), where ri ∈ (Pi ∪{#}), 16i6n, and # is an additional symbol,
# =∈ (N ∪K ∪T ).
A transition Pr=(r1; : : : ; rn) is applied in a rewriting step ("1; : : : ; "n)⇒ (#1; : : : ; #n)
of  if "i⇒Gi #i by applying ri for ri ∈Pi and #i = "i, "i ∈T ∗, for ri =#, 16i6n.
Now we de?ne size complexity measures for PC grammar systems. In the case
of Chomsky grammars the most well-known size measures are the number of non-
terminals (Var), the number of productions (Prod), and the total number of symbols
used to describe the productions (Symb) (that is, for a grammar G=(N; T; P; S) we
de?ne Symb(G)=
∑
"→ #∈ P(lg("#) + 1).
For components of PC grammar systems similar measures can be introduced.
Denition 2.5. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) be a parallel communicating grammar sys-
tem with components Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si), 16i6n. We de?ne
CVar() = max{card(Ni) |Ni is the set of non-terminals of 
which appear in Pi; 16i6n};
CProd() = max{card(Pi) | 16i6n}; and
CSymb() = max{Symb(Gi) | 16i6n}:
These measures give information on the size of the component grammars in the system:
CVar refers to the maximum of the number of non-terminals (without query symbols)
which appear in the production set of a component grammar, CProd denotes the max-
imum of the number of productions of the components. CSymb describes how concise
manner the components are presented.
3. Components with bounded size
In the following we shall study size parameters of components of context-free re-
turning PC grammar systems. We show that if a language can be generated by a
context-free returning PC grammar system, then it can be obtained by a PC gram-
mar system presented economically as well; namely, for each returning PC grammar
system with context-free components an equivalent one can be constructed with com-
ponent grammars having a limited number of productions and non-terminals. Moreover,
the productions of the constructed grammar system have at most two symbols at their
right-hand sides. The components of the system are described in a concise manner:
the total number of symbols used to describe the grammar, size measure CSymb, is
limited by a reasonably small constant. Since context-free returning PC grammar sys-
tems generate the class of recursively enumerable languages, these results prove the
existence of economical presentations of this language class in terms of PC grammar
systems.
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We ?rst show that each language generated by a context-free returning PC grammar
system can also be generated by a PC grammar system of the same type having
CProd-complexity bounded with a small constant.
Theorem 3.1. For each context-free returning PC grammar system  we can con-
struct an equivalent context-free returning PC grammar system ′ such that
CProd(′)67.
Proof. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) be a context-free returning PC grammar system
with components Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si), 16i6n, and let R= { Pr1; : : : ; Prt}, t¿1, be the
set of its transitions. We shall de?ne a PC grammar system ′=(N ′; K ′; T; G′1; : : : ; G
′
m),
m¿1, where each component has at most seven productions and PC grammar systems
 and ′ generate the same language. ′ is constructed consisting of t collections
of grammars, Uk; 16k6t, where t= card(R), and each collection is responsible for
reproducing the eIect of executing=skipping the application of transition Prk , 16k6t.
The idea behind the construction is that each derivation in  corresponds to a se-
quence of computation steps c1; c2; : : : ; cl, l¿1, where each ci; 16i6l, corresponds
either to the application of transition Prj, or the skipping of the application of transi-
tion Prj where i= kt+ j; k¿0; 16j6t. For example, a derivation where transitions Pr1
and Pr3 are applied in succession corresponds to computational steps c1; c2; c3, where
c1 stands for the application of Pr1, c2 for the skipping of Pr2, and c3 stands for the
application of Pr3. When simulating a derivation of  corresponding to c1; c2; : : : ; cl,
where l= kt + j; k¿0; 16j6t, the tuples of sentential forms “travel” through the
grammar collections of ′ from U1 to Ut k times, and then from U1 to Uj, and the
action performed by collection Us with i= kt + s; 16i6l, corresponds to either the
application or the skipping of transition Prs prescribed by ci.
To help the reader understand how these grammar collections of ′ are constructed,
we brieLy describe the collection Uk assigned to the kth transition, Prk =(rk;1; : : : ; rk; n),
16k6t. First, it has an n-tuple of grammars for storing the sentential forms on which
the action of the collection will be performed, and a component which selects this
action by introducing non-terminal E ( for execute) or F ( for forward). If non-terminal
E is selected, then the stored sentential forms are communicated to two n-tuples of
grammars; one of them checks whether the rules (or #) of Prk can be applied and the
other one applies the rules simulating this way the application of Prk . If non-terminal
F is selected, then the stored sentential forms are communicated to an n-tuple of
components which leave them unchanged, simulating this way the skipping of Prk .
After this simulating process, the sentential forms are communicated to the storing
components of the next collection. In addition, each collection has several assistant
components which will be described later.
Before formally de?ning ′, we observe the following. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that in any communication process occurring during any derivation
of , each component sends its sentential form in at most one of the communication
steps. If this assumption does not hold, we can modify the transitions in R obtaining
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a new set of transitions such that the results of the communications induced by this
new set of transitions are not changed but the communications have the above required
property. The modi?cation is as follows: Those transitions which have no rule with an
occurrence of some query symbol remain unchanged. If some production of a transi-
tion Prk ; 16k6t, has at least one query symbol at its right-hand side, then we replace Prk
by another transition Prk′ such that at the end of the communication sequence following
the application of Prk′ the obtained con?guration will be the same as the con?guration
we would obtain at the end of the communication sequence following the application
of Prk , and during the communication sequence following the application of Prk′ every
queried component communicates its string in exactly one of the communication steps.
To see how this can be achieved, let us consider a communication sequence where
there is a component, Gj, 16j6n, which communicates its sentential form in more
than one communication steps during the communication sequence. Then Gj sends Sj,
its axiom, to all querying components which did not receive its sentential form for
the ?rst time, because it had already returned to the axiom. Since we can establish
which occurrences of Qj will be replaced by Sj in the sentential forms, we can modify
the rules X → "Qj# in Prk by changing these occurrences of Qj for Sj. If we make
these modi?cations for each query symbol with the above property, we obtain a new
transition having the same eIect as the original one and having the required property;
namely, each communicating component is active in exactly one of the communication
steps of the communication process.
Now we de?ne ′ with grammar collections constructed to transitions Prk of R,
16k6t, having the property described above.
′ = (N ′; K ′; T; GM1 ;
Gst1; 1; : : : ; G
st
1; n; G
sel
1 ; G
ini
1 ; G
prep
1; 1 ; : : : ; G
prep
1; n ;
Gch1; 1; : : : ; G
ch
1; n; G
exe
1; 1 ; : : : ; G
exe
1; n ; G
fw
1; 1; : : : ; G
fw
1; n;
Gclean1; 1 ; : : : ; G
clean
1; n ; : : : ; G
M
t ;
Gstt; 1; : : : ; G
st
t; n; G
sel
t ; G
ini
t ; G
prep
t; 1 ; : : : ; G
prep
t; n ;
Gcht; 1; : : : ; G
ch
t; n; G
exe
t; 1 ; : : : ; G
exe
t; n ; G
fw
t; 1; : : : ; G
fw
t; n;
Gcleant; 1 ; : : : ; G
clean
t; n );
where t= card(R). Let GM1 be the master grammar. Let
N ′ = {S} ∪ N ∪ {[A] |A ∈ N}
∪{E; F; E′; F ′; E′′; F ′′; E˜; F˜}
∪{D;D′; S1; S2; S3; S ′}
and let S be the start symbol of each component grammar of ′.
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Let us de?ne the production sets of the components as follows: For k, 16k6t− 1,
let
PMk = {S → S1; S1 → S2; S2 → S3; S3 → Qexek;1 }
∪{S3 → S} ∪ {S3 → QMk+1};
and
PMt = {S → S1; S1 → S2; S2 → S3; S3 → Qexet; 1 }
∪{S3 → S}:
(These are the productions of the components which select the terminal words.)
Let for 16k6t and 16i6n,
Pstk; i = {D → D′; D′ → ; S → S ′; S ′ → Si}
∪{S → Qinij ; F˜ → Qfwj; iD} ∪ PPstk; i ;
where
PP
st
k; i =
{
{E˜ → SiD} if com( Prj) = 1 and ind( Prj; i) = Si;
{E˜ → Qexej; i D} otherwise;
and j= k − 1 for 26k6t and j= t for k =1. For a transition Prk of , we de?ne
com( Prk)= 1 if the transition induces communication and we set com( Prk)= 0, if the
transition does not introduce any query symbol. For a transition Prk which induces com-
munication, we denote by ind( Prk ; i)= Si if the communication sequence following Prk
results in Si at the ith component.
(These components store the n-tuples of sentential forms before starting the applicat-
ion=skipping of the transition.)
For each k, 16k6t, let
Pselk = {S → E; S → F; E → E′; F → F ′; E′ → S; F ′ → S}:
(This component decides whether the kth transition will be executed or its application
will be skipped.)
Let for each k, 16k6t,
Pinik = {S → Qselk ; E → E′; F → F ′; E′ → E˜; F ′ → F˜}:
(This component stores the information whether the kth transition was selected to be
executed or skipped.)
Let for 16k6t and 16i6n,
Pprepk; i = {S → Qselk ; E → Qstk; i ; F → F ′; F ′ → F ′′; F ′′ → S}
∪{X → [X ] | rk; i = X → "}:
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(These components perform a preparatory step on the n-tuple of sentential forms before
executing transition Prk =(rk;1; : : : ; rk; n)).
Let for 16k6t and 16i6n,
Pchk; i = {S → Qselk ; F → F ′; F ′ → F ′′; F ′′ → F˜} ∪ PPchk; i ;
where
PP
ch
k; i =
{
{E → Qstk; i} for rk; i = #;
{E → Qstk; iD; X → X } for rk; i = X → ":
(These components check whether or not the rules of transition Prk =(rk;1; : : : ; rk; n) can
be applied to the considered n-tuple of sentential forms.)
Let for 16k6t and 16i6n,
Pexek; i = {S → Qselk ; E → E′; E′ → Qprepk; i ; F → F ′; F ′ → F ′′; F ′′ → S}
∪{[X ] → 〈"(k;i)〉 | rk; i =X → "};
where 〈"(k; i)〉 is de?ned as follows: if "= z1Qi1z2 : : : zsQis zs+1, where zj ∈ (N ∪T )∗,
16j6s+ 1, ij ∈{1; : : : ; n}. Then 〈"(k; i)〉= z1Qexek; i1z2 : : : zsQexek; is zs+1.
(These components simulate the execution of rk; i from Prk .)
Let for 16k6t and 16i6n,
Pfwk; i = {S → Qselk ; E → E′; E′ → E′′; E′′ → S;
F → Qstk; iD; D → D′; D′ → }:
(These components store the n-tuple of sentential forms before forwarding them to the
next grammar collection.)
Finally, let for 16k6t and 16i6n,
Pcleank; i = {S → S1; S1 → S2; S2 → S3; S3 → Qchk; iS}:
(These components remove the sentential form from component Gchk; i when it is not
needed anymore.)
In the following we shall prove that grammar system ′ generates the same language
as  by showing that the grammar collections Uk ,
(: : : ; GMk ; G
st
k;1; : : : ; G
st
k; n; G
sel
k ; G
ini
k ; G
prep
k;1 ; : : : ; G
prep
k; n ; G
ch
k;1; : : : ; G
ch
k; n;
Gexek;1 ; : : : ; G
exe
k; n ; G
fw
k;1; : : : ; G
fw
k; n; G
clean
k;1 ; : : : ; G
clean
k; n ; : : :)
of ′ are able to simulate the application or the skipping of transition Prk ; 16k6t.
Suppose that at some stage of a derivation in ′, for all k; 16k6t, components GMk
have sentential forms uk ∈{S}∪T ∗; Gstk; i ; 16i6n, have sentential forms "k; iD; Gselk ,
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Ginik , G
prep
k; i , G
ch
k; i, G
exe
k; i , G
fw
k; i ; 16i6n, have sentential forms S, and G
clean
k; i ; 16i6n,
have sentential forms .k; iS, where .k; i ∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗; that is, each collection is in a
con?guration of the form
(: : : ; uk ; "k;1D; : : : ; "k; nD; S; S; S; : : : ; S; S; : : : ; S;
S; : : : ; S; S; : : : ; S; .1S; : : : ; .nS; : : :):
We shall see that starting from a con?guration of this form, the grammar collection Uk
simulates the eIect of the application or the skipping of transition Prk on the sentential
forms "k; i; 16i6n, and then sends the result to the next collection, Ur , where r= k+1
for 16k6t − 1 and r=1 for k = t. In the following, for legibility we sometimes do
not indicate the range of i; k; that is, 16i6n; 16k6t.
In the ?rst rewriting step Gselk selects the activity to be performed, the execution or
the skipping of transition Prk , by introducing non-terminal E or F . The selected non-
terminal is then communicated to Ginik , G
prep
k , G
ch
k; i, G
exe
k; i , and G
fw
k; i ; 16i6n. Meanwhile,
Gstk; i rewrite "k; iD to "k; iD
′, and Gcleank; i rewrite .k; iS to .k; iS
1; 16i6n.
Now, if E is selected, then sentential forms "k; iD′ are rewritten to "k; i by Gstk; i and
then they are communicated to Gprepk; i and G
ch
k; i ; 16i6n. The other components rewrite
in this step E to E′, and components Gcleank; i rewrite .k; iS
1 to .k; iS2; 16i6n. In the next
step, Ginik rewrites E
′ to E˜, and then communicates this non-terminal to Gstr; i, r de?ned
as above, the storing components of the next collection. At the same time, grammars
Gstk; i receive the sentential form of G
ini
s of the previous collection, where s= k − 1
for k¿2, and s= t for k =1. In this same step, each component Gprepk; i rewrites non-
terminal X to [X ] in "k; i, where rk; i =X → ", or leaves "k; i unchanged if it is a
terminal string. Next they send the sentential forms to Gexek; i ; G
clean
k; i rewrites S
2 to S3;
Gfwk; i rewrites E
′ to E′′; and Gchk; i checks whether or not the rule rk; i of transition Prk can
be applied to "k; i; 16i6n. This checking process is done as follows. If rk; i =#, which
means that "k; i should be a terminal word, then Gchk; i has received "k; i by introducing
Qstk; i, so it has "k; i as sentential form. If this sentential form is not terminal, then the
system is blocked, because Gchk; i does not have any rule for any non-terminal from N .
If rk; i =X → ", then to perform the transition in a correct manner, "k; i should contain
the non-terminal X ∈N . In this case, Gchk; i have received "k; i by introducing Qstk; iD, so
now it has "k; iD as sentential form. If "k; i does not contain the non-terminal X , then
the system is blocked, because Gchk; i has a rule X →X for X , but it does not have rules
for any other non-terminal from N ∪{D}.
Now, if the above described check is successful, then components Gexek; i rewrite non-
terminals [X ] according to the rules rk; i of Prk , and the communication possibly induced
by Prk is realized by components Gexek; i ; 16i6n, by exchanging the requested sentential
forms. Since each component sends its sentential form during the communication pro-
cess in at most one of the communication steps (see the assumption about R in the ?rst
part of the proof), no start symbol S ∈N ′\N is inserted in the resulting strings. When
the communication is ?nished, each executing component which did not return to the
axiom sends its sentential form to the corresponding storing component of the next
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collection. If for some j; Gexek; j has returned to the axiom, then instead of requesting
its sentential form, Gstr; j, the next storing component, introduces SjD; 16j6t.
During this process, components Gcleank; i remove the sentential forms of G
ch
k; i by intro-
ducing .k; iQchk; iS; grammars G
fw
k; i rewrite E
′′ to S; Ginik and G
prep
k; i introduce Q
sel
k , while
Gselk rewrites E
′ or F ′ to S; and grammars Gstk; i receive sentential forms #s; i from G
exe
s; i
or Gfws; i of the previous collection Us, s as de?ned above.
If non-terminal F is chosen by Gselk at the beginning, then G
st
k; i ; 16i6n, rewrite
"k; iD′ to "k; i, and communicate them to Gfwk; i , where Q
st
k; iD is present, so these com-
ponents have again "k; iD as sentential forms. Meanwhile, Gcleank; i ; 16i6n, rewrite S
1
to S2, and the other components, Ginik , G
prep
k; i , G
ch
k; i, and G
exe
k; i rewrite F to F
′. Then
Ginik rewrites F
′ to F˜ and sends it to Gstr; i ; 16i6n, the storing components of the next
collection, Ur , where r= k+1 for 16k6t−1 and r=1 for k = t, while Gstk; i ; 16i6n,
receive E˜ or F˜ from Ginis of the previous collection, Us, s= k − 1 for k¿2 and s= t
for k =1.
During this step, components Gfwk; i rewrite "k; iD to "k; iD
′; grammars Gcleank; i , 16i6n,
rewrite S2 to S3; and Gprepk; i , G
exe
k; i , G
ch
k; i ; 16i6n rewrite F
′ to F ′′. In the next step,
components Gstk; i receive the sentential forms of the previous collection; G
fw
k; i ; 16i6n
rewrite "k; iD′ to "k; i and communicate them to the storing components of the next
collection; grammars Gcleank; i remove the sentential forms of G
ch
k; i; G
ini
k; i receives S from
Gselk; i , and G
exe
k; i rewrites F
′′ to S; 16i6n.
To complete the discussion, we note that in both cases, either choosing E or choosing
F at the beginning, at the end of the above procedure the sentential form uk of GMk
will be rewritten through sentential forms S1, S2, and S3 to sentential form u′k , where
u′k ∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗, 16k6t.
Thus, in both cases, we obtain a con?guration of the above form; that is
(: : : ; u′k ; #s;1D; : : : ; #s;nD; S; S; S; : : : ; S; S; : : : ; S;
S; : : : ; S; S; : : : ; S; .1/1S; : : : ; .n/nS; : : :);
where sentential forms #j; i are the result of the chosen activity of Uj on the sentential
forms "j; i; 16j6t; 16i6n. The string u′k ∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗, the sentential form of com-
ponent GMk , is either uk , S, or #l;1, where k6l6t. If uk ∈T ∗ and component GMs of
the preceding collection, Us, did not query GMk , then u
′
k = uk . Otherwise, u
′
k is either S
or #l;1, the sentential form of the ?rst storing component of a grammar collection Ul
for some l¿k. Notice that if #l;1 is not in T ∗, and the derivation has not successfully
terminated yet, the derivation will abnormally terminate at the next step, since GMk has
no production for any element of N .
We can observe that the obtained con?guration is in the form like the starting one;
that is, the kth collection of grammars successfully simulated the skipping of transi-
tion Prk and forwarded the n-tuple of sentential forms to the next grammar collection.
Now we show that starting from the initial con?guration, the ?rst few steps lead to
a con?guration of the form above. During the ?rst rewriting step Gselk ; 16k6t intro-
duces the non-terminal E or F , which is then sent to all the other grammars except
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to components GMk , G
st
k; i, and G
clean
k; i ; 16i6n, which must introduce S
1, S ′, and S1,
respectively, otherwise the system is blocked. In the next rewriting step, components
Gstk; i introduce Si; 16i6n, and if G
sel
k selected F , then sentential forms Si are trans-
ferred to Gfwk; i , and are forwarded to the next grammar collection in the same way as
described above.
If during the ?rst rewriting step E was selected by Gselk ; 16k6t, then after intro-
ducing Si; 16i6n, components Gstk; i communicate them to components G
prep
k; i and G
ch
k; i,
and then they are received by Gexek; i ; 16i6n, in the same way as described above. If
it is possible to apply the rules of transition Prk to the sentential forms Si; 16i6n,
then the result of their application, #k; i, will be communicated to the storing compo-
nents Gstr; i of the next collection, Ur , where r= k + 1 for 16k6t − 1 and r=1 for
k = t.
The possible actions of GMk are also the same as described above, so we obtain
a con?guration of the desired form in both cases. If Prk cannot be used, the system
blocks.
By these facts, any derivation of  can be simulated in ′ in the following way.
Suppose, that a word w from L() is generated by a sequence of derivation steps deter-
mined by the applied transitions and the possibly following communication sequences
tij ; ij ∈{1; : : : t}; 16j6s. Then w can be obtained in ′ as follows: Starting from the
initial con?guration, grammar collection i1 simulates the execution of the transition,
while the other collections choose the skipping of their transitions. Then the obtained
n-tuple of grammars is forwarded through several grammar collections to collection
i2, where this transition and the possibly following communication sequence will be
applied. Meantime the other grammar collections simulate the skipping of the assigned
transitions; that is, forward the stored n-tuple of strings to the next grammar collec-
tion in the order. Repeating this procedure, at the isth grammar collection we obtain
a con?guration which corresponds to the con?guration in  obtained after applying
the above sequence of transitions. Then, through a communication chain formed by
components GMk , 16k6is, word w can be transferred to the master component of
′. Since the grammar collections work in parallel and after ?nishing the simulation
of the execution or the skipping of the corresponding transition, they forward the re-
sulted strings to the next grammar collection in the order, the n-tuples of strings which
“travel” through the grammar collections correspond to con?gurations of , no other
n-tuple of strings can be obtained. The assistant components of the master grammar,
GMk , 26k6t form another chain through communication, but no terminal word can
be selected by any of them which does not belong to the language generated by .
Thus, ′ and  generate the same language. Moreover, each component of ′ has at
most 7 productions.
The reader can observe that the number of non-terminals of the components depends
on the number of non-terminals in the simulated productions. Thus, if the length of
the productions is limited by a constant, a bound for the number of non-terminals
appearing in the components can be given.
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Theorem 3.2. For each context-free returning PC grammar system  we can con-
struct an equivalent context-free returning PC grammar system ′ such that
CVar(′)68 and CSymb(′)622.
Proof. We modify the construction of the proof of the previous theorem in such a
way, that each rule has at most two symbols on its right-hand side, then the statement
of the theorem holds.
Let for each Prk ; 16k6t, the length of the longest right-hand side of the rules of Prk
be denoted by mrlg( Prk). Now for each k; 16k6t, we modify the construction of the
executing components of each grammar collection described in the proof of the previous
theorem. The number of the executing components will be 2 ·n ·mrlg( Prk), the execution
of one rule will be simulated by several components, each of them introducing only
one symbol of the given right-hand side together with a query symbol to collect the
rest of the right-hand side in a “communication chain”. The idea is similar to the proof
of Theorem 4:3 of [4].
For each k; 16k6t, we have Pexek; i; j and P
a
k; i; j where 16i6n; 16j6mrlg( Prk), where
for each i; 16i6n,
Pexek; i;1 = {S → Qselk ; E → E′; E′ → Qprepk; i ; F → F ′; F ′ → F ′′; F ′′ → S}
∪{[X ] → A′i;1Bi;1 | rk; i = #};
Pexek; i; j = {S → Qselk ; E → E′; E′ → E′′; F → F ′; F ′ → F ′′; F ′′ → S}
∪{E′′ → A′i; jBi;j}
for 26j6mrlg( Prk), where if
rk; i = X → Ai;1Ai;2 : : : Ai; s; 26 s6mrlg( Prk);
then A′i; j =Ai; j for Ai; j ∈N ∪T , and A′i; j =Qak; i; j for Ai; j ∈K ; and Bi; j =Qexek; i; j+1 for
16j6s− 1, and Bi; j =  for j= s. For s¡j6mrlg( Prk), A′i; j = S and Bi; j = . If
rk; i = X → Ai;
then Bi; j =  for 16j6mrlg( Prk), and A′i;1 =Ai for Ai ∈N ∪T , or A′i;1 =Qak; i;1 for Ai ∈K ;
and for 26j6mrlg( Prk); A′i; j = S. If
rk; i = X → ;
then A′i;1 = ; and A
′
i; j = S for 26j6mrlg( Prk), Bi; j =  for 16j6mrlg( Prk). If
rk; i = #;
then A′i; j = S; Bi; j =  for 26j6mrlg( Prk).
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We also have
Pak; i; j = {S → Qselk ; E → E′; E′ → E′′; F → F ′; F ′ → F ′′; F ′′ → S}
∪{E′′ → Xi;j}
for 16i6n; 16j6mrlg( Prk), where Xi; j =Qexek; l;1 if rk; i =X →A1A2 : : : As and Aj =Ql,
otherwise Xi; j = S.
To see how this modi?ed system works, consider the following. For each tran-
sition Prk , the eIect of applying rules rk; i; 16i6n, is reproduced with 2 · mrlg( Prk)
number of components, each rule in Pexek; i; j ; 16i6n; 16j6mrlg( Prk), introducing the
jth symbol of the right-hand side of rk; i and a query to collect the rest of the right-hand
side in a “communication chain”. If the right-hand side of rk; i has a query symbol Ql
as the jth symbol, then instead of Ql, the symbol Qak; i; j is introduced, querying com-
ponent Gak; i; j, where Qk; l;1 is present. This query symbol Qk; l;1 will be replaced by the
already collected sentential form which can be passed on to replace Qak; i; j.
Thus, after the communication sequence following the application of the rules of
Pexek; i; j and P
a
k; i; j, 16i6n; 16j6mrlg( Prk), the system have reproduced the eIect of Prk
with rules having at most two symbols on the right-hand side; that is, by using at most
8 non-terminals and 22 symbols at each component.
Finally, we add a remark on the behaviour of measures CSymb, CProd, and CVar on
the class of recursively enumerable languages. We say that a size complexity measure
M is bounded on a class L of languages with respect to a class of grammars G, if
there is a constant k such that for any language L in L there is a grammar G in G
such that L can be generated by G and M (G)6k holds. Since the class of context-free
returning PC grammar systems generates the class of recursively enumerable languages
[3], we can conclude that complexity measure CSymb, and thus CProd and CVar, are
bounded on the class of recursively enumerable languages with respect to the class of
context-free returning PC grammar systems.
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